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Spirit of Gettysburg
120 Pages Goals Diary Dream Diary Journal or Diary College Ruled Great for Homeschool Perfect for taking notes in school
or to use as a diary.

California Algebra 1: Skills Practice
* 120 Pages* Handwriting Lines* Fun for kids* Room to draw pictures* Personalized with their Name!

Master the SAT Practice Test 2
Are you personally keeping track of your finances? Whether you are home bookkeeping, an accounting student or a
business owner, our ledger is designed to work well with your different needs. Our six column ledger will help you work
more efficiently, smarter and better at the office, home or school. A simple tool to help you keep accurate, permanent
bookkeeping records. Whether for accounting, record keeping, and setting up computer spreadsheets, this six column
ledger is ideal for fast, accurate recording and balancing of financial data.

Skipper's Diary of Awesomeness 2020
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Ever-crafty Josie must confront suspicious antiques dealers and her own friend’s killer in Antique Blues, the twelfth mystery
in Jane K. Cleland's beloved Josie Prescott Antiques Mystery series set in New Hampshire. When amateur sleuth and
antiques expert Josie Prescott is called in to appraise a Japanese woodblock print and vintage guitar for her friend Mo, she’s
thrilled—until Mo is murdered. It doesn’t take her long to pinpoint one suspect: Mo’s sister’s manipulative boyfriend, who
sold her the print—and has now, conveniently, disappeared. Josie’s antiques know-how and detective skills soon lead her
down an increasingly perplexing trail, scattered with gamblers, extramarital affairs, and under-the-table purchases. Readers
will relish a return to Rocky Point with Josie as she works together with her friends—the ambitious young reporter Wes
Smith, and Rocky Point’s savvy police chief, Ellis Hunter—to sift through the conflicting stories around them and find Mo’s
killer.

The Last Good Girl
***** CLICK THE AUTHOR NAME "SHEETMUSIC PUBLISHING" FOR MORE NAMES ***** The music lover you know and love will
appreciate this awesome gift. This music notebook gives musicians a special place to write and learn new music. This matte
finished musical writing pad comes complete with 100 pages (50 sheets). It has a flexible lightweight paperback cover,
which makes it lighter and easier to carry around, and comes complete with a cool trendy cover. Dimensions: 8� x 10�
giving plenty of space for 12 staves per page with staff lines & notation guides. This music manuscript is perfect to help:
Musicians write learn new music Composers with their music Keep track of your songs keep them organized Noting down
songs you want to learn New musicians learn new notes and practice making music And so much more Set yourself up for
success to help you reach your goals and aspirations with this cute music journal. Order yours now!

I Love You Herb
Give this unique and inspiring full year 2020 diary / journal gift to a friend or family member named Skipper. Add an
explosion of color to a boys Birthday, Christmas or New Year. Perfect for planning and keeping track of special occasions
and writing daily thoughts and inspirations. Can I sign this diary? Yes, there is a handy gift message area on the first page.
Click our author name below the title to see more names of people you could gift this diary to. About the diary: Diary Year:
2020 Pages: 110 pages, 1 fully dated week per 2 pages. Cover: Quality matte finish. Size: 6 x 9 inches. Suggested
Occasions: Birthdays New Year Christmas Thanksgiving Christenings Back To School Back to College Suggested recipients:
Son Nephew Grandson Boyfriend Fiance Husband Grandfather Friend

National Directory of Nonprofit Organizations: Volume 1 in 7 Parts
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Everything a beginner needs for learning English in one book! This is book 4 of Preston Lee

Essay: Second Series
The Dragon of Doom
I Love You Herb Blank lined Diary journal - 120 Pages - Large (6x9 inches) Everyone loves hearing original words from the
people they love and care about. It is our hope to help bless your relationship with your Herb through this journal, We know
that taking the time to sit down and journal about those we love has become a lost art in the hustle and bustle of the 21st
century. But we want to encourage you to give it a go. Order Now & Celebrate your unique and perfectly imperfect love
with the one and only who has your heart.

Pretty Eyes And Chunky Thighs
* 120 Pages*Handwriting Lines*Fun for kids*Personalized with their Name!

Studies of Hand Motions and Rhythm Appearing in Factory Work
Enjoy every vegan moment is a perfect vegan gift notebook for those who love to eat, be and sleep everything vegan. Whip
up a vegan meal and enjoy being vegan with this journal. Cute vegan apparel gift planner for those who adore being vegan.
Spread the word about not to eat meat or animal products with this vegan quote notebook!

Pirateria
From surviving domestic abuse, nearly losing her son, being a single parent and more, Zarinah El-Amin Majied had every
valid excuse to give up on the world. From childhood, she was groomed to feel insignificant, unloved and unworthy-feelings
she carried into adulthood. Through the grace and mercy of G-d, Zarinah stumbled across information that changed her in
unimaginable ways. Information detailing the value of a powerful human possession; something so close, so seemingly
insignificant that like most of us she'd ignored it-the subconscious mind. It took years of mind mining and now as a greatgrandmother, author, health and mindset coach, Zarinah is on a mission to help others recharge their life and gain a sense
of renewed freedom. In Your Incredible Mind, Zarinah weaves vignettes from her healing journey with simple action
exercises to help you explore your own life from a new angle.A quick read, this short yet mind-opening book is sure to
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inspire you to overcome your fears, step out on faith, and begin to do things you thought were never possible-at any age
and any stage of life.

Brand Gappa
‘Kiran Zende has an extremely grounded and practical conversational style. In this book he answers, in an engaging & lively
manner, several questions which people might have on the branding process. Brand Gappa is necessary reading for all
those interested in branding.’ - Vinay Kanchan, A well-known personality in the field of Advertising and Marketing, coach to
various advertising agencies, corporates, and the author of ‘Sportivity’, ‘Lessons from the Playground’ & ‘The Madness
Starts at 9’. Charity Partner – Sanskar Charitable Trust Major part of earnings from this book will go to Sanskar Trust who is
creating a Symbiotic Rehabilitation for Special Adults and Senior Citizens

Phantastes and Lilith
University Of Iowa Studies, New Series No. 350, March 1, 1938.

I'm Done Adulting Let's Be Mermaids
Visit this one-stop pirate shop for all your swashbuckling needs, from #1 New York Times bestselling author and illustrator
Calef Brown. Are you a Privateer? A Mutineer? Or a happy-go-lucky Buccaneer? Do you need top quality pirate gear? Well
never fear, Pirateria is here! Welcome to Pirateria, the most glorious pirate emporium on the seven seas! When pirates
need superior wares for life at sea, they head on down to Pirateria, where they can find treasure chests (the very best), peg
legs, planks, eye patches, head rags, vests, pantaloons—and even satchels and pouches for gems and doubloons—all at
prices that can’t be beat. Creativity runs amok in this energetic, rhyming text full of beards and barnacles and plenty of
pirate fun. Arrrr ya looking for a good price on big-buckle shoes—and a rollicking read-aloud about practical pirates? Look
no further!

Don't Call It a Dream Call It a Plan 2020 Weekly & Monthly Planner
Peterson's Master the SAT Practice Test 2 offers readers a full-length Practice Test, with answer explanations for each
question. This full-length SAT Practice Test covers the Critical Reading, Writing (including the essay), and Math sections. The
easy-to-read answer key with detailed answer explanations helps test-takers figure out the most effective study plan for
mastering the SAT. Master the SAT Practice Test 2 is part of Master the SAT 2011, which offers readers 6 full-length practice
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tests and in-depth review of the Critical Reading; Writing, and Math sections, as well as top test-taking tips to score high on
the SAT.

Montana Native Carolyn
Skills Practice Workbook provides ample exercises to help students develop computational skills, lesson by lesson.

Your Incredible Mind: How to Reprogram Your Subconscious Mind to Live Your Best Life At
Any Age
Storyteller say, This happened oncet upon a time, on a little island off the coast of South Carolina. A girl named Sukey lived
with her ma and new step-pa. Sukey called her step-pa "Mister Hard-Times." Every day, while he watched, she hoed the
weeds in the garden and every day, she sang: Mister Hard-Times, Since you come My ma don't like me, My work never
done. But one morning, when her step-pa wasn't looking, Sukey ran away to her secret hiding place by the sea and
unwittingly called up Mama Jo, a beautiful black mermaid. The adventures that followed changed her life forever. In this
dream-woven story, artfully retold by Robert D. San Souci from an American folktale, a poor girl finds her wishes answered
not by treasure, or the sea's magic, but by goodness and love.

Enjoy Every Vegan Moment: A 6x9 Weekly Planner for Every Vegan Moment
Budgeting Planner Weekly & Monthly - Easy Budget Planner Organizer & Debt Budget PlannerThis Budget Planner Book is
perfect for anyone who needs to track their income and expenses month to month. Businesses and individuals will benefit
from this simplistic & reliable layout.Features: Yearly SummaryMonthly Budget PlannerBill TrackerWeekly Budget Planner &
To Do ListDebt Payment LogNotesPrinted on quality paper

The Rey Chow Reader
Sketchbook - Large Journal Notebook with Blank Paper for Drawing, Doodling, Painting, Writing, School and Home Good
quality white paper Best for crayons, colored pencils, watercolor paints, markers Large 8.5 x 11 inches 100 white pages
Premium smooth matte cover

Out of Phaze
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Rey Chow is arguably one of the most prominent intellectuals working in the humanities today. Characteristically
confronting both entrenched and emergent issues in the interlocking fields of literature, film and visual studies, sexuality
and gender, postcolonialism, ethnicity, and cross-cultural politics, her works produce surprising connections among
divergent topics at the same time as they compel us to think through the ethical and political ramifications of our academic,
epistemic, and cultural practices. This anthology - the first to collect key moments in Chow's engaging thought - provides
readers with an ideal introduction to some of her most forceful theoretical explorations. Organized into two sections, each
of which begins with a brief statement designed to establish linkages among various discursive fields through Chow's
writings, the anthology also contains an extensive Editor's Introduction, which situates Chow's work in the context of
contemporary critical debates. For all those pursuing transnational cultural theory and cultural studies, this book is an
essential resource. Praise for Rey Chow "[Rey Chow is] methodologically situated in the contentious spaces between critical
theory and cultural studies, and always attending to the implications of ethnicity."& mdash; Social Semiotics "Rich and
powerful work that provides both a dazzling synthesis of contemporary cultural theory and at the same time an exemplary
critique of Chinese cinema."& mdash;China Information "Should be read by all who are concerned with the future of human
rights, liberalism, multiculturalism, identity politics, and feminism."& mdash;Dorothy Ko "Wide-ranging, theoretically rich,
and provocative completely restructures the problem of ethnicity."& mdash;Fredric Jameson

Sketch Book
How Do I Feel About Gun Control? Break Into My House And Find Out
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Christmas Adult Color By Numbers (Volume 1)
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Preston Lee's Beginner English Lesson 61 - 80 for Persian Speakers (British Version)
Phantastes: Anodos enters a dream-like fairyland of tree-spirits and magic, where he searches for the spirit of the Earth.

The Works of Thomas Chalmers
Christmas Adult Color By Numbers 50 Color By Numbers Christmas Coloring Pages for Adult 100 Peg 50 Christmas Numbers
Images Relaxing Coloring Pages. Every page you color will pull you into a relaxing world where your responsibilities will
seem to fade awayBeautiful Illustrations. We've included 50 unique images for you to express your creativity and make
masterpieces. Which colors will you choose for this book?Self Help Management stress Releasing Design For Adult .Singlesided Pages. Every image is placed on its own black-backed page to reduce the bleed-through problem found in other
coloring books.Great for All Skill Levels. You can color every page however you want and there is no wrong way to color
(even if you are a beginner).

Cora
Life in the village of Pigbone is boring until an aspiring magician and his talking toad come to town and ask Edward to help
them slay the Dragon of Doom.

Antique Blues
Out of print no longer: Book Four of the Apprentice Adept series--from the "New York Times" bestselling author. Two
worlds--the scientific Proton, and the magical Phaze--exist side-by-side. Now, Mach has crossed from Proton to Phaze,
switching places with his counterpart Bane. And both must learn to survive in environments alien to their own nature.

120 Page Handwriting Practice Book with Green Alien Cover Josephine
The Perfect gift for teachers, students, Kids, or Anyone who loves Mermaids, Mermans, Ocean, Or Fish This Journal - book is
6x9 in size

Sukey and the Mermaid
From Allison Leotta, the “highly entertaining storyteller” (George Pelecanos) who writes “in a style that’s as real as it gets”
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(USA TODAY), a ripped-from-the-headlines novel featuring prosecutor Anna Curtis at the center of a national story involving
campus rape and the disappearance of a young woman. Emma, a freshman at a Michigan university, has gone missing. She
was last seen leaving a bar near the prestigious and secretive fraternity known on campus as “the rape factory.” The main
suspect is Dylan Brooks, the son of one of the most powerful politicians in the state. But so far the only clues are piecedtogether surveillance footage of Emma leaving the bar that night…and Dylan running down the street after her. When Anna
discovers the video diary Emma kept over her first few months at college, it exposes the history she had with Dylan: she
had accused him of rape before disappearing. Emma’s disappearance gets media attention and support from Title IX
activists across the country, but Anna’s investigation hits a wall. Now Anna is looking for something, anything she can use
to find Emma alive. But without a body or any physical evidence, she’s under threat from people who tell her to think hard
before she ruins the name of an “innocent young man.” Inspired by real-life stories, The Last Good Girl shines a light on
campus rape and the powerful emotional dynamics that affect the families of the men and women on both sides.

Handwriting and Illustration Story Paper 120 Pages Thalia
This 6x9 matte cover, 150 page shooting log is perfect for those who like going to the shooting range or to target practice.
You can give this as a gift to you favorite gun enthusiast to use and improve their shooting record. Each log book includes:
Target Size 6 Targets Guides Shooting Data with: Date and Time Location Firearm Scope Seating Depth Distance Powder
Grains Brass Overall Results Notes/Remarks

Adventure Time 08. President Bubblegum
EpicSpellbindingThrilling Love Story Extraordinaire! Can ghosts die twice? Apparently so! Washington, D.C. psychic to the
powerful elites headstrong, vulnerable Maureen McAlister flees a contemporary, shattered life into the ghostly, loving arms
of Confederate soldier Major Clayton Fontaine Douglas, her former husband and one-true-soulmate. He is the only man she
loves and trusts. Clayton, an unrepentant Rebel and a proud, brave officer in General Robert E. Lee's Army of Northern
Virginia, is now a ghost stuck in time in her inherited Gettysburg, Pennsylvania estate. He is furious at God for the loss of his
Country and her. He is dying again because of her. Once more she must try to save him, change his fate and rewrite karma.
How? Time travel to 1863, persuade him to avoid Pickett's Charge during the Battle of Gettysburg, prevent his untimely
death at the hands of his personal, implacable enemy and live with him again at Wildrose Hill, their beautiful home near
Shepherdstown, West Virginia. It is a second chance for Maureen and Clayton, another test of their true, eternal, soulmate
love. Fail and Clayton is doomed. Succeed and they are together forever. She is beyond scared. What if she fails himagain?
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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